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                     P R E S I D E N T ‘ S    M E S S A G E

Dear PPS Members –

As we move ahead into 2014, l look forward to an exciting
year!  Our Spring Conference hosted by the Gettysburg
Poetry Society promises to be an interesting occasion as the members
always plan a special experience for all.  Recently, I received a gift by
email that explained the secret of the Sequoias’ incredible longevity.
The oldest tree is estimated to be 3,500 years old.  Periodic forest
fires clear away anything that threatens the trees’ survival and thus
ensures their growth and regeneration.  Without the fire, they couldn’t
open and release their seeds.  Without the clearing force of fire, the
seedlings would be overcrowded by the competing shade trees and
not have enough sunlight to grow.  The message suggests that we
celebrate the transformational fire in our lives, and let it burn away
physical, mental and emotional debris, making room for something
new to be born in our lives.  I suggest that we as members of PPS do
the same.  Take a step in releasing what no longer serves us, opening
a space for more light, energy, joy and poetry!   Let’s see what we can
do together to build an even stronger PPS organization that supports
our creative energy and development as poets.

I am happy to announce that Ann Copeland, a longtime member,
previous Treasurer, and present Chair of the Trustees, agreed to be
the Nominating Chair for the coming year.   She will be organizing a
group of people to help her with the selection of a slate of officers and
the election at the fall conference.  Anyone who is a member of PPS
and interested in serving as President, Vice President, and Treasurer
is encouraged to get in touch with Ann.  Her contact information is on
page 2 of this newsletter.  We welcome new people with fresh ideas
and a burning desire to promote the love of poetry in Pennsylvania.

Susan Nelson Vernon, President                                                                       
Pennsylvania Poetry Society, Inc.
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                    P P S   S T A F F

President - Susan N. Vernon

Immediate Past President -
                    Richard T. Lake

V. President - Vacant

Immediate Past V. President -
                    Lynn Fetterolf

Recording Secretary -
                  Constance Trump

Treasurer - Wendy Bream

Corres. Secretary - Ann Gasser

Historian - Toni Carey

Trustees:

(2016) Ann Copeland - Chair

(2020) DeAnna Spurlock

(2014) Catherine Hoffman

(2016) Walter Brandenburg

\Membership Committee (to 2017)
  Nancy Kline - Chair
  Kara Valore
  Marilyn Downing

Pegasus Contest
  Marilyn Downing - Chair

Prize Poems Book- Ann Gasser

PPS Contest
Constance Trump - Chair

Endowments & Audit - Trustees

Temp. Sylvan Editor - Ann Gasser

Mailing - PPS Volunteers

PPS Webmaster -
           Billy Pennington

AS WE LEAN TOWARD “GREEN” .....

A few months ago, PPS started to offer members who have E-mail
addresses the option of receiving PPS publications by E-Mail only,
thereby saving our organization paper and postage, and eliminating
the need for recycling past date hard copies. Our publications are also
available Online by Googling NFSPS, and clicking State Links,
Pennsylvania, Publications.

If you have an E-mail address, have not already notified us you want
to “Go Green,” we hope you will join our “Go Green Team,” which you
can do any time by E-mailing:

                                  aubadeg@verizon.net

If you need, or prefer hard copies, let us know that too, and we will
add you to the list of those who receive hard copies because they
have no E-mail addresses. The only difference between our hard copy
SYLVAN and Electronic SYLVAN is that the hard copy has no color
due to the printing cost of color, while the Online SYLVAN may have
some color in it.  Our “Pennessence” is not available in hard copy,
but members may print it out from its .pdf file on their own color
printers if they care to do so.

A D D R E S S E S   F O R   P P S,  I N C.  C O N T A C T S

 PPS Matters—Susan N. Vernon, President  Tel.717-422-5074
                           1108 Linn Drive,  Carlisle,  PA   17013
                                                     E-mail: snvernon@comcast.net

 Dues, etc.—Wendy Bream, Treasurer   Tel. 717-226-1997
             114 South Bedford Street,  Carlisle,  PA  17013
                                                     E-mail: smiles524@comcast.net
Annual
Contest—Constance Trump, Contest Chair  Tel. 717-334-906
                 819 Long Lane, Gettysburg,  PA  17325
                                               E-mail:  c.a.trump@hotmail.com

PEGASUS Cont.—Marilyn Downing, Chair  Tel. 717-533-7097
                       137 Apple Lane.  Hershey,  PA  17033
                                    E-mail: mmdowning1@verizon.net
Nominating
Committee—Ann Copeland, Chair.  Tel. 570-878-4576
                           68 W. Main Street Apt. 2,  Landisville,  PA  17538
                                    E-mail:  ampcopeland@gmail.com
General
Corresp.—Ann Gasser, Corresponding Sec.Tel. 610-374-5848
                        801 Spruce Street,  West Reading,  PA 19611-1448
                                    E-mail:  aubadeg@verizon.net

George Friend
Jennifer Grandquist
David Greene

Kate Greene
Katie Khan
Vicki Weldon

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS.....



CHARACTER SKETCHES--If you have an interesting memory of a PPS member who has left us for the Great Beyond and
you would like to share it with our members in a future issue, please submit it to your editor. Here is a sample:

                       REMEMBERING ALICE MACKENSIE SWAIM  —Nationally Recognized Prolific PPS Poet  —by A. Gasser
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    When I started to submit poems to various contests, journals, and anthologies in 1983, Alice MacKenzie Swaim had poems published in dozens of
places and her list of wins was far longer than that of anyone else.  Her poetry had a unique quality about it, her use of imagery was far superior to that of
most other poet’s work, and she wrote forms flawlessly.  Some sort of respiratory problem plagued her last few years and kept her from attending PPS
Meetings,  but did not prevent her from writing poetry prodigiously and corresponding with numerous other poets whose work she appreciated.  She and
her husband, a retired minister, lived in a sixteenth floor apartment in Harrisburg, with a spectacular view of the Susquehanna River and just enough
space to house Alice’s more than 8,000 poems and her amazing collection of dolls from every part of the world.  I was thrilled when this remarkable
woman invited me to visit her, and the inspiration received from Alice was unequalled by any other poet before or since.  She particularly loved to
compete with other PPS poets and If the Powers-That-Be let us have our druthers,  a dedicated group of them are in the Great Beyond sharing their
latest poems.

     Alice was born in Scotland in 1911 to parents who appreciated art, literature, and history, enjoyed travel with her to Europe, seeing cathedrals,
museums, and all the cultural spots in famous cities then emigrating to Pittsburgh, PA when Alice was 17.  Her father first taught at Western Theological
Seminary, then later at Princeton Theological Seminary. Alice married William T. Swaim, who had been a student of her father’s in Pittsburgh.  As I recall,
they had two daughters, who at the time I visited Alice, were living in New England with their families.  Alice had started writing poetry at the age of 36.

     Alice died in 1996, and in 2008 Joan Prescott compiled a book of 204 pages titled “A Poet
for the Ages” which contains many of Alice’s poems arranged by category.  This book is on
sale at bookstores and on Amazon.com   Here are a few AMS poems from other sources:

  BY THE PRICKLING OF MY THUMBS

Today the avenue, the air
are quivering with unrest;
round every corner the uneasy eyes
of questions peer
in search of answers they were told they’d find
among these buildings, austere and uninvolved.

Today the siiences
forget their almost peace,
The creatures of the night are growing bold,
accosting passersby with shrill demands.

I almost hesitate to step outside,
to cross the street to buy some miik and bread.
The sidewalk cracks are widening as I look,
and the unnameable no longer caged
safely within the pages of a book.

(published in PRIZE POEMS 1983).

      PLAY YET TO BE WRITTEN

A plethora of petals and the sun
almost too spendthrift for my solacing,
you dance forever, choreographing joy
up and down aisles of air, through gates of shade.
My tally was inaccurate, I know.
In such a splendid lavishness, one grain
or two,  one morning with a harvest ready
surely need not be accounted for—
no niggard gleaning of the final fruit,
sweeping the courtyard for the last small grain,
so why should I count words or file caresses
with time and date, for future rendering?

We lived in a surprising slendor then,
an innocent magnificence.
We played, loved, moved beneath a cloud free sky,
no headline days,
no crickets shrilling hurricanes of ending.
This was an interval of ripeninig, of colors blending
into the smoke-mist of unfolding dreams,
and you and I the cast of characters
in a five-act play yet to be written.

(published in PRIZE POEMS 1985).

 BENEVOLENT THE
   SUSQUEHANNA FLOWS

Along the riverbank
on holidays
there throbs a carefree air
of carnival.
Above the paper-littered paths,
the sodden grass and dust,
a mingling
of mixed nationalities
links hopes and dreams
as they share hot dogs
and bottled drinks.
Smiling like a benevolent nother
the river waits
for sun to fade
along the western sky,
the final fire-cracker
to explode the dark,
the last child-crowded car
to inch its way
from nearby parking lot,
and leave the park
to darkness and to dream.

(published in PRIZE POEMS
                                     1985).

                         HERON HILL

There ia a cousin in Virginia still,
Too old and fragile to attend today
The final funeral on Heron Hill.
Like sun strength fading into twilight grey,
The last proud relic of a noble name
Is left with few to mourn.  The family farm
Will soon be sold, its privacies fair game
For aliens who never knew its charm.
The traffic pours, a steady waterfall
Past copses where confederate soldiers lay.
The lily pond is clogged, the roses sprawl,
Struggluing reminders of a gentler day.
Soon mourners leave, they have their evening chores.
Behind them, silence closes gates and doors.

(published in AMELIA issue 26/27 with a note by
the editor saying Alice passed away shortly after
this poem won 2nd in the Eugene Smith Sonnet
Contest.)

It leaves a trail of hardening drops
to mark my steps,
and lead interrogators
to the sanctuary
where I lie gasping behind a screen
of briars,
and watch my blood betray the
camouflage,
and lure the vultures past the flimsy
barricades
that have no roof,  no door,
no destination.

(published in PRIZE POEMS 1984).

                                      EVACUATION ALERT

The painted heroes on my walls stand proud,
their polished spears uplifted,
strong fearures lit by flares of victory.
Unvanquished down the centuries
their cries of triumph still vibrate on the air.
Beneath their unrelenting stares I pack
a handbag of supplies for my survival.
I have ten minutes still to make decisions—
not even time for one last loving touch for
the accumulated treasured symbols of my life,
which I must leave forever and for what?
Death gives no choices. This death-in-life
drains me like a bleeding wound
I have no way to staunch.



      DREAMS AND VISIONS
                 --by Jacqueline Moffett

I miss my immediate family
impossible to replace them
journey to heaven after death
justifies my faith in God
keys to the heavenly kingdom
keep me energized and alert
love of my fellow man
leads me to charitable endowments
miracles occur in everyday life,
misfortunes too few to count
natural phenomenon astound us
new planets discovered by astronomers
obscure sightings at first light
outstanding when scientifically studied
penumbra shadows in an eclipse
phases continue to illuminate
queries can be constant
quite enlightening also
return to reality this sunny day
remembering divine intervention
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  FLAT STANLEY
  —by Colleen Yarusavage

Little Flat Stanley
loves to travel. He
maps his journeys, and
marvels at sites.
No trip too far, he
narrates his sagas
on journal pages
one at a time.
Postcards sent home and
photos of sites make
quality memoirs,
quests to recall.
Returning home is
rapid and easy.
Stamps and the mail make
short work of trips.
Till the next trek comes
to tempt him again!
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         FETCH HIM BACK
                     —by Gail Denham

Feed a man for two days.
Find him parked forevermore at your table
Grab his hair, pull him away from your kitchen.
Give him five minutes to leave.
Heal your nerves with a cup of tea.
hot, sweet, and alone.
I tried this once on an admirer.
Inside, I wanted him to stay. I repented.
Joy could not be measured, nor regret,
judging by my guest’s smile. He
knew why I’d invited him for dinner
“Karl,” I told him. “Bring your guitar.”

 AT DAY’S END
           —by Marilyn Downing

Come, sit with me and
cherish in the waning light
drifting strands of
daylight.
Every sigh a whisper
easily slides away,
fading into sunset,
freeing me from day.
Ghost memories arise
giving pause to recollect
how quickly moments
hover and deflect
interest from the vastness of
infinity.
Just a breath between
joy and deep despair
keeps me on my
knees in prayer.
Lord, thank you for a life of
lavish memories.

The current challenge was:
Write a poem of 20 lines or
less,  with the first letter of
Line 1  the same as the first
letter in line 2, the first letter
of Line 3  the same as the
first letter in line 4,  etc, and
continue the first letter of
each line in alphabetical
order to the end of the
poem. You need not start
with “a,”  you can start with
any letter as long as you
proceed alphabetically and
use the same letter to start
each two lines.

     ELEGANCE IN GREEN SONNETS
                 —by Carol Dee Meeks

Emeralds shine like Shakespeare sonnets;
every facet enhances every line, when
fairy tales become fads and
fantasies numb fables.
Gems and poetry forms
generate a love unmatched by any other;

hands are donned in green luster,
heiresses to handwriting hymns---
ignite a dual,
illustrating the collection.
Journals jell, the tale is told
judiciously.

       MIND ART
                 —by Jeani Picklesimer

Dante wrote of hellish
Demons and of Hades' levels and circles, the
Essence of which is
Evil--with a capital 'E'! The
Frenzy, therein, is terror for those seeking
Freedom!
Grotesque figures dance and parade, as
Gargoyles glare with intensity! Will
Hell ever freeze over? It is
Hopeless to wish for such a thing!

Images of comfort emerge, and
I let my thoughts flow through a brush's
Journey, as my eyes caress the
Juxtaposition of Sistine Chapel figures. A
Kaleidoscope of softest colors blend the Biblical
Kind, as they cling to the ceiling and walls. That
Lavish brush holds its breath, until the
Last stroke, then gives a sigh, as a
Masterful hand frees it from captivity.
Michaelangelo, exhausted, weeps ever so softly.

Kings desire this genuine stone
knowing the end of the metered verse,
loving the clues he reads in his
ladies’ eyes - at the moonlight’s lagoon.
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        BRAVE HEART
             —by Prabha Nayak Prabhu

Although he knew the mission was risky
and there was no doubt he would die,
because he was once saved
by a total stranger,
courageously he raced ahead
caring little for his own safety
down the treacherous road
dragging his beat-up duffle bag.
En route he picked up some essentials
especially water and food
for saving those on the brink of death
fulfilling the promise made to himself about
grabbing any opportunity he could, to
give back to humanity.
Hundreds of people thank him today for
his acts of bravery.
It is a matter of sadness though that
in the process he lost his life.

   For our next challenge, try this
        form I call the “Borrowers” .

5.

It was inspired by an ancient form called the “Cento”in which ancient poets
“borrowed” one or two lines from several other poets and used them to write a
new poem.  In this variation we will find 10 poems by other poets and only
borrow 3 words from each poem.  Use the 3 words from the first poem to start,
end, or be in the middle of your first line, adding your own words to make the
line complete.  Underline the borrowed words and add the title and author of
the borrowed poem after a space at the end of your line. Do each line in this
manner until you have completed a 10 line poem using 30 words borrowed
from 10 different poets.  THE WORDS MUST BE CONSEQUENTIAL WORDS,
NOTHING SIMPLISTIC LIKE  “the,” “and,” “but,” “to“ or “of.”  You may use
simple words in your own part of a line,  but do not borrow them or the poem
will not be printed on the Challenge Page.

Here is an example of a “Borrowers” poem:

      Words Borrowed                              Titles of Poems                                           Poets

1. vagrant sunbeams shifting            WHITE HORSES                                    Amy Jo Schoonover
2. today widening silences               BY THE PRICKLING OF MY THUMBS Alice MacKenzie Swaim
3. looping fluent patterns                   THE SILENY JURY                                  Vonnie Thomas
4. first young star                                THE WOOD CHILD'S SONG                 Esther M. Leiper
5. onto Orion's shoulders              ODYSSEY                                                 Marianne Andrea
6. muted scarlet tambourines  REQUIEM FOR A STARLESS NIGHT  Gordon LeClaire
7. busywork seesaw cycle                 WIDOWER                                               Marilyn McComas
8. occasional amber reflection         ALWAYS THE OWL                                Ann L. Zoller
9. shattered broken shells                 FIRST FORCE                                         Patricia S. Grimm
10. perpetual deja vu                         ENCORE TIME                                       Mary Webster Griffin

            THE BEWITCHING HOUR

As I watch the vagrant sunbeams shifting
through minutes of sunset today,  widening silences seem
to be looping in fluent patterns,
the way twilight spreads a cloak for that first young star
to peek out from the vastness onto Orion's shoulders
and traffic sounds are muted, lights are scarlet tambourines
in an urban busywork seesaw cycle
with occasional seconds of amber reflection.

Day's shattered thoughts are scattered like broken shells
and my mind is an endless beach of perpetual deja vu.

Deadline for next challenge is:

RECEIVED AND IN-HAND

        BY MAY 1, 2014

   e-mail (in body of message—

   no attachments PLEASE)—

    to aubadeg@verizon.net

or snail-mail to:

(you need only one copy)

       Ann Gasser

   801 Spruce Street,

   West Reading, PA

        19611-1448

and please mark your poem

         or envelope

   “CHALLENGE POEM”
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PPS MEMBER IS RUNNER-UP
              IN 2013 NFSPS STEVENS MANUSCRIPT CONTEST....

Amy Jo Zook,  Contest Chair, announces there were 112 manuscripts entered and the winner of
the contest is Betsy M. Hughes of Dayton, Ohio, whose manuscript “Breaking Weather” will be
produced by NFSPS and available for sale at the NFSPS Conference in June.   Ann Gasser of
West Reading,  PA is runner-up with a 70 poem manuscript titled “Cat-Scan of a Poet’s Brain.”
Judge Glenna Holloway also awarded three honorable mentions to Evan Walters of Lebanon, IN,
Jim Barton of Huttig, AR, and Annie Neugebauer of Denton, TX.  The contest is offered each year
by NFSPS and there is a $1000 prize in addition to publication.  Each year there is a different judge
and manuscripts of non-winners may be re-submitted.

TO THOSE WHO WIN IN THE 2014 PPS CONTEST....

This newsletter is being put together as our Annual Contest closes and entries will soon be on their
way to the judges, so it is way too soon to know who will win what.  You will get a winners’ list as
soon as we know,  but our SPRING-SUMMER newsletter will not go out until May and I have been
asked to remind those who win in the contest to consider attending our Spring Conference on May
17th where anyone who has won in the contest (even Honorable Mentions and Citations,) has the
opportunity to read his or her winning poems.  Details about the Conference and a registration form
can be found elsewhere in this newsletter and we will send out reminders by E-mail later.

NEW BOOK BY PPS MEMBER....

Dory Maguire, member of PPS and Carlisle Poets Workshop has published a new book of poetry
entitled Moss and Fern in paperback which can be purchased and reviewed on Amazon.

NEWS OF CARLISLE POETS WORKSHOP....
                                          from Pres. Susan Vernon

Carlisle Poets Workshop (CPW) has had a wonderful year.  We are settled into our new home for
meetings at the Bosler Memorial Library in Carlisle and have benefitted greatly from our connection
with the community there.  We celebrated Christmas with a party and poetry reading enjoyed by all.
Many visitors have come to our meetings which has resulted in three new memberships: Katie
Khan, David and Kate Greene, three extraordinary poets who have brought new life and excitement
to our chapter.  They participated in our annual Evening of Poetry and Music at the First Night
celebrations in Carlisle along with 13 other poets and musicians from age 13 to 87 from CPW and
the community.  We were especially happy to have so many young people enjoying the evening
with us.  Bosler provided the use of their conference room, a well lit podium, a microphone, a piano,
and a custodian who couldn’t have been more welcoming or supportive.  Two of our poets have
published books.  Janet Manwaring entertained us with her clever, comical “ruminations on the
vicissitudes of life” from her chapbook, Oh, Fiddle Dee Dee!   Dory Maguire has published her 3rd
book, Moss and Fern, available on Amazon.  CPW attended the first Coffeehouse on the third
Friday at the library and will return this month.   We extend an invitation to anyone who would like to
visit us on the second Saturday of each month at Bosler Library, Conference Room A, from 12 to
2:30.
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About Our
 Keynote Speaker:
Christin Taylor earned her MFA in

Creative Writing from Antioch

University of Los Angeles. Her

first book, Shipwrecked in L.A.,

was released from Wesleyan

Publishing House Spring of 2013.

Her second book is forthcoming in

the Fall of 2014. Her essays,

articles and poems have appeared

both online and in print journals.

She currently teaches writing at

Gettysburg College, in Gettysburg,

PA where she lives with her

husband, Dwayne, and two

children, Noelle, six years old, and

Nathan, two years old.

Anchoring the Transcendent:

Writing Faith and the Divine.

Poetry, by it's very nature, is an art

that thrives in the concrete, the

tangible, the physical world, the

body. But for centuries artists have

tried to capture the luminescence

of the spiritual. From Gerard

Manly Hopkins, to Rainer Marie

Rilke, to e.e. cummings, poets

have sought to describe the

essence of the transcendent. After

sharing her own faith poetry,

Christin will lead a discussion and

practice in the art of trying to

anchor that which is as light as joy.

Her Topic:



 2014 PPS CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 2014 PPS CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 2014 PPS CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 2014 PPS CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

9:00  Greetings & Welcoming

9:30  Convene General Meeting

Greetings & Welcoming

Officer Introductions

10:30 Poetry Awards & Winner Readings

12:00 Lunch

1:10  Christin Taylor Key Note Speaker

2:00  Workshop

3:30  Closing for Attendees

3:30  Board Meeting (Board Members Only)

The Hilton Garden Inn (Gettysburg) 1061 York Rd, Gettysburg, PA 17325    (717) 334-2040
www.gettysburg.gardeninn.com had 4 rooms available Fri May 16th the last we heard.  There were none available at
this time for Sat the 17th.  be  The discounted rate for conference attendees is $199.00 per night. You must call and
pay separately for hotel reservations.

Days Inn 865 York Rd, Gettysburg, PA 17325
(717) 334-0030 www.daysinn.com/gettysburg06239

Super 8 Inn 869 York Rd, Gettysburg, PA 17325
(717) 337-1400 www.super8.com

Comfort Inn 871 York Rd, Gettysburg, PA 17325

800-334-6912 www.comfortinn.com/hotel-gettysburg-
pennsylvania-PA120

EconoLodge 983 York Rd, Gettysburg, PA 17325
(717) 334 4208 no web-site listed

Motel 6 Presidential Inn 606 York Street, Gettysburg, PA
17325   (717) 334-4274 www.motel6.com

Hampton Inn 1280 York Rd, Gettysburg, PA 17325  (717)
338-9121 www.hamptoninn.com

Sleep Inn + Suites 1650 York Rd., Gettysburg, PA 17325
(717) 334-3866 www.choicehotels.com

1863 Inn of Gettysburg 516 Baltimore Street, Gettysburg,
PA 17325  (717) 334-6211 www.1863innofGettysburg.com

Gettysburg Travelodge 613 Baltimore Street, Gettysburg,

PA 17325   800-578-7878 www.travelodge.com

Comfort Suites 945 Baltimore Pike, Gettysburg, PA 17325

800-339-6912 no web-site listed

America’s Best Value Inn 301 Steinwehr Avenue, Gettysburg, PA
17325
(717) 334-1188 www.abvigettysburg.com

Quality Inn 380 Steinwehr Avenue, Gettysburg, PA 17325
(717) 334- 1103 www.gettysburgqualityinn.com

Wyndham Gettysburg 95 Presidential Circle, Gettysburg, PA 17325
(717) 339-0020 www.wyndhamgettysburg.com

James Gettys Hotel 27 Chambersburg Street, Gettysburg, PA
17325 (downtown Gettysburg)
(717) 337-1334 www.jamesgettyhotel.com

Quality Inn 401 Buford Avenue, Gettysburg, PA 17325 (near The
Peace Light monument)
(717) 334-3141 www.thegettysburgaddress.com

Country Inn + Suites 1857 Gettysburg Village Drive, Gettysburg, PA
17325 (by the Gettysburg Outlets)

800-456-4000 www.countryinns.com/gettysburgpa

Inn at Lincoln Square 12 Lincoln Square, Gettysburg Pa 17325
(downtown Gettysburg) (717) 334-1427 www.inatlincolnsquare.com

Courtyard By Marriott 115 Presidential Circle, Gettysburg, PA 17325
(717) 334-5600 www.courtyardgettysburg.com
Eisenhower Hotel, Conference

Center, and Resort 2634 Emmitsburg Rd., Gettysburg, PA 17325

800-776-8349 www.eisenhower.com

    OTHER HOTELS

8.
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